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Concept

Introduction
• Animatronics describes the use of mechatronics to create lifelike
movements in robots. The field of animatronics began in the 1600s when
clock makers began designing animated figures on public-display clocks.
• Walt Disney, in 1964, introduced the world’s first modern animatronic,
“Dancing Man”, which sparked an entire industry devoted to lifelike
robots.

Method

Mechanics
• Integrated systems allow for
simultaneous movement.
• The Pan & Tilt System (Left)
allows the head and neck to lift
and rotate together, creating
fluid, lifelike motions.

• Design Sketch
• 3D Modeling
• Motion Study
• Fabrication
• Testing

Control

• Sensors
• Servos
• Program logic

MEGA 2560
Arduino Board

• Falconry gloves conceal flex sensors
and arm support system.
• Backpack holds heavy components
such as the power supply.

• Creating an animatronic begins with design conception which includes a
research problem. Here, the research problem is developing an
animatronic which provides the illusion of being self-contained, allowing
for mobility.
• A mobile animatronic can change geographic location. This eagle will be
carried on the arm of an actor. A support system is used to allow for
longer performances.
• Mechanisms are designed using SolidWorks, tested within the software,
and fabricated after successful results.
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• This research project aims to create a mobile, animatronic bald eagle
which simulates bird-like motions and appears aesthetically real.
• Continue fabricating internal structures and mechanisms
• Develop aesthetically realistic skin, feathers, legs, and talons
• Develop program logic for controlling eagle motions
• Integrate flex sensors and voice recognition system as input
commands

Mechanics

• The diagram below demonstrates the data flow method used in
controlling motion inputs and outputs.
• All input and output components are powered by a 12 Amp-Hour, 6.8
Volt, Lead-Acid Battery.

• Linkage systems are
designed and tested
within SolidWorks.
• Proven mechanisms
move into fabrication.
• Eagle houses servo motors and
servo controller which work
together to create motions.

Objectives

Concept

Control

• The Wing and Shoulder
mechanism (Right),
allows shoulders to
rotate while the wings
lift.
• Additional mechanisms
are currently
undergoing fabrication.

Easy VR Voice
Recognition
System

Speaker

MP3 Player

• The Arduino board processes input signals from the Flex Sensors and
Voice Recognition System.
• Processed signals are transferred as commands to the Servo Controller
and MP3 player.
• Servos receive position commands from the Servo Controller, creating
precise and consistent motions.
• The MP3 Player uses stored sounds to emit chirps and screeches through
a hidden speaker.

Conclusions
• The design of this animatronic bald eagle was successful and original in its
self-contained and mobile concept.
• Initial fabrication and motion tests were effective.
• Data control for all input and output components functions properly.
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